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Mistborn Trilogy Boxed Set 2014-09-25
a boxed set of the landmark fantasy from brandon sanderson the man credited with breathing fresh
life into robert jordan s wheel of time an epic fantasy set in a world where the dark lord has gained
dominion over the world a world of ash and pain a world subjugated but a world where magic can be
drawn from metals a world waiting for a new heroine a new hope a word of mouth bestseller in the
usa brandon sanderson s mistborn trilogy have now become a massive hit in the uk introducing
readers to the work of one of the genre s great talents a master of world building sweeping plots
believable characters and engrossing magic systems

Mistborn Trilogy Boxed Set 2015-05-14
the complete collection of marie lu s bestselling legend trilogy legend prodigy and champion
additional bonus material also included marie lu s life before legend original short stories offering a
sneak peek at the lives of day and june before they met

Legend Trilogy Boxed Set 2016-09-06
go back in time to a world before wise men put history on parchment and dragons still roamed the
earth the boxed set includes all three titles in the mountain trilogy over 600 pages song of the
mountain was a semi finalist in the 2013 kindle book review book awards reader nominated for the
2013 cybils award and the recipient of a readers favorite 5 star seal song of the mountain orphaned
at a young age song has grown up listening to his grandfather recite legends of the distant past but it
is his own history he seeks to uncover particularly the events surrounding his parents deaths that is a
secret closely guarded by his grandfather then song discovers an heirloom that links him to an
ancient prophecy his destiny lies within the old tales he has scorned song must follow the path that
killed his father fire on the mountain though his apprenticeship hangs on him like an ill fitting garment
quon is unprepared for the twist his life takes when his parents are killed and he is forced to flee
miruna adrift in the wilderness with no purpose and no protection he is approached by an old man
who hints that his destiny may be more than he imagined ancient tales fill quon s head with
expectations of glory but he soon learns that being a hero is far different than dreaming of becoming
one tears of the mountain jubal wants only to live in peace but ancient feuds steal away any hope of
tranquility war overtakes kindolin and jubal finds himself flung into a quest of even greater antiquity
for victory lies not in the strength of arms but in a promise given long ago his path fraught with
betrayal loss and his own lack of faith carries him far beyond the boundaries of kindolin will he be
strong enough to lay down his own life in fulfillment of his task or will kindolin disappear into the
pages of history three gripping tales of high adventure noble characters breathtaking settings and
literary prose the mountain trilogy entwines the very best elements of children s genre in a saga that
has widely captivated adults each story is rich and multi layered relayed in an old fashioned oral story
telling tradition and flavored with the mystique of the ancient orient purchase the boxed set and save
over the cost of individual titles

Mountain Trilogy Boxed Set 2019-12-13
get all three books in the usa today bestselling king trilogy from mimi jean pamfiloff king s book 1 i
am the man who can find anything or anyone for a price and my price is you when mia turner s
brother goes missing in mexico while on an archaeological dig she believes that life couldn t get much
worse but when she s blocked at every turn from finding answers by both local and u s authorities she
must turn to a man she swears is the devil others might be fooled by his private jet fine tailored suits
and disarming smile but mia knows something dark sinister and unnatural lurks behind those
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penetrating pale gray eyes and the more she learns the more she realizes she may never be free
again king for a day book 2 king isn t who she thought she wasn t even close when mia turner s life
becomes tethered to a mysterious billionaire who she swears is the devil himself she knows she must
break free it doesn t matter if everything about him those sinful lips those pale gray eyes that perfect
male body keeps her awake at night he s evil she has to get away but when this man known simply as
king suddenly disappears mia will discover she s not home free because without king she s no longer
safe from his ruthless depraved power hungry social circle to survive mia will have to conceal king s
absence and walk a mile in the evil man s twisted cruel shoes what she discovers will leave her more
terrified and her heart more conflicted than she ever imagined king is not who she thought she wasn t
even close king of me book 3 you re asking me to love you asked mia he slowly scratched his thick
black stubble i suppose i am what if you were asked to love a dangerous man who betrayed you at
every turn who terrified you even in your sleep could you do it to save the people you hold dear mia
turner is ready to give it all her body her heart her soul to the mysterious ruthless billionaire who
holds the cards to saving her family but when this sinfully sexy man simply known as king demands
something more something horrifying mia will be forced to face the impossible truth about their lives
sometimes the truth brings salvation and sometimes the truth breaks you

Boxed Set: The King Trilogy 2015-03-29
heartache betrayal forgiveness redemption these are the hallmarks of bestselling author mary
campisi s novels and she does it again with the betrayed trilogy if you love romance and women s
fiction family dynamics hope and second chances this trilogy has it all betrayal happens in many
forms but is there anything more damaging or painful than the betrayal of a family member a hurt
like that leaves scars so many of them and the healing and hope to get a second chance and right a
wrong is possible but it won t be easy sometimes hiding in the shadows is the only way to protect
your heart pieces of you quinn burnes s mother disappeared when he was only fifteen leaving him
with a despondent father a little sister who suffers panic attacks and eight notebooks containing the
truth about his mother he guards this secret for eighteen years until on an otherwise normal day his
mother re enters his life pleading for his help she s in danger and the only thing that can save her is
reclaiming the identity she shunned years ago quinn is a master of emotional detachment from his
successful career as a personal injury attorney to his strings of meaningless relationships with
beautiful women who possess uneasy temperaments a sure formula to keep his heart safe and insure
he s the first to walk away until he meets the mysterious danielle a woman with too many secrets who
s on the run from the abusive estranged husband she shot and may have killed danielle isn t like any
woman he s ever met but can he risk his heart for someone who s doing exactly what his mother did
eighteen years ago someone who may ultimately leave him just like his mother he s not who he says
he is but neither is she secrets of you wealthy privileged the product of too much money and too little
responsibility ash lancaster routinely pretends he s someone else so he ll be valued for more than his
bank accounts talented beautiful tormented by a past choice she deeply regrets jewelry designer
arianna sorensen guards her heart and her privacy from the outside world when arianna and ash
meet the passion is real though the rest may not be she thinks he s a motorcycle riding
photojournalist with nothing but a camera and two saddlebags to his name he thinks she s a blue
blooded orphaned sophisticate with a fat trust fund however lies have a way of catching up and
causing their own damage fate forces ash to perform the first selfless act of his life to protect arianna
from being blackmailed about her past the price he must walk away and forget about her two years
later the threat is gone and ash returns determined to win back the woman he s never forgotten and
even more determined to get her to admit what she s been hiding he reveals his true identity and
pledges a future built on trust and honesty but ash expects the truth from her too can arianna open
up to him when the last thirteen years have been built on a lie and if she doesn t will she risk losing
him again this time for good how could a mother walk away from her family what s left of her this is
the question many readers asked after finishing pieces of you book one of the betrayed trilogy they
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wanted to know the real story behind the disappearance of evie burnes what s left of her offers an
intimate glimpse into evie burnes s life before her disappearance and after note while pieces of you
and secrets of you are romances what s left of her is not

The Betrayed Trilogy Boxed Set 2015-01-07
three siblings dangerous threats one act changes their lives forever betrayal greed and revenge bring
two sisters and one brother closer together from the wilds of wyoming and colorado local law
enforcement and the fbi discover who is behind the crimes against person and property carli and
ethan samantha and cole and shaun and fiona are given opportunities to find and hold on to love as
they rely on the support of family the mystery in of art and air second chances in of hoof prints and
heartbeats and a return to the beginning in of objects and obsessions takes the reader on an
intriguing and riveting ride

The Tanner Trilogy Boxed Set 2021-11-10
gladiator meets romeo and juliet in this spellbinding fantasy trilogy kirkus reviews set in ancient
persia they are the light against the darkness the steel against the necromancy of the druj and they
use demons to hunt demons nazafareen lives for revenge a girl of the isolated four legs clan all she
knows about the king s elite water dogs is that they leash wicked creatures called daevas to protect
the empire from the undead but when scouts arrive to recruit young people with the gift she leaps at
the chance to join their ranks to hunt the monsters that killed her sister scarred by grief she s willing
to pay any price even if it requires linking with a daeva named darius human in body he s possessed
of a terrifying power one that nazafareen controls but the golden cuffs that join them have an
unwanted side effect each experiences the other s emotions and human and daeva start to grow
dangerously close as they pursue a deadly foe across the arid waste of the great salt plain to the
glittering capital of persepolae unearthing the secrets of darius s past along the way nazafareen is
forced to question his slavery and her own loyalty to the empire but with an ancient evil stirring in the
north and a young conqueror sweeping in from the west the fate of an entire civilization may be at
stake so begins an epic story of adventure romance and betrayal that leads to undiscovered magical
realms and a final confrontation with a demon queen bent on destroying them all praise for the fourth
element trilogy a spellbinding fantasy with some moral weight and a meatier narrative than usual one
likely to leave readers quite satisfied this tale s grand scope is set off beautifully by its intimate start
the story grows wonderfully from such a small seed and it is the moral and subjective implications of
the vastness and impersonality of the empire that work so well to drive the narrative the plot builds
effectively and maintains a swift pace nazafareen s initial simplistic motivation hatred becomes
complicated by her link to darius and evolves into something much more intriguing and complex this
transition is helped by the clarity with which the characters are drawn the immensity of the empire
occasionally threatens to smother the personal tale at the heart of the story but like shadows around
a candle flame it never quite manages that feat kirkus reviews fantasy lovers who enter this world will
be wooed by its expansive world building soul crushing romance deeply layered characters and page
turning twists flylef reviews one of the best trilogies i ve ever read i will read anything by kat ross hats
off to her for creating these wonderful characters and making us fall in love with them cover to cover
reviews kat ross turned me into a puddle of emotions with her final book of the fourth element series
action betrayal romance and demons conclude this story which can keep anyone captivated till the
final page milky way of books an addictive action packed glorious page turner am kinda busy reading
i really hate the word epic because let s face it it s so overused and it s lost its true meaning but this
book the midnight sea deserves that word book reader chronicles this is truly a grand finale of a book
mysteries from the very beginning of the series are put to rest and our heroes win in unexpected
ways queen of chaos delivers a beautiful ending that is perfect as it is but is left open enough for
another story to seamlessly fit in bibliobibuli i m never a read a book in one sitting kind of person but i
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totally did it with queen of chaos then i hugged my kindle and wanted to start the series all over again
rattle the stars extremely engrossing and so fast paced a truly exceptional series the inkedin book
blog

The Fourth Element Trilogy: Boxed Set 2017-09-22
in this special boxed set of three connected full length romantic suspense novels lightning leads to
love danger and the unraveling of long buried secrets that will change not only the past but also the
future beautiful storm lightning strikes 1 when her father s plane mysteriously disappeared in the
middle of an electrical storm alicia monroe became obsessed with lightning now a news photographer
in miami alicia covers local stories by day and chases storms at night in a flash of lightning she sees
what appears to be a murder but when she gets to the scene there is no body only a military tag
belonging to liliana valdez a woman who has been missing for two months while the police use the
tag to jump start their stalled investigation alicia sets off on her own to find the missing woman her
search takes her into the heart of miami s cuban american community where she meets the attractive
but brooding michael cordero who has his own demons to vanquish soon alicia and michael are not
just trying to save liliana s life but also their own as someone will do anything to protect a dark secret
lightning lingers lightning strikes 2 katherine barrett a dedicated young doctor receives a terrified
phone call from her brother tj he is running away to mexico to save himself and their family from an
unnamed killer he warns her not to come after him and not to go to the police as there is no one she
can trust but katherine realizes there might be someone she can trust she turns to her former high
school sweetheart jake monroe the man whose heart she broke a decade earlier katherine asks jake
to fly her into a remote and dangerous part of mexico where no one else dares to go jake had always
thought that one day katherine would realize she needed him but he didn t expect it to go down this
way still he can t resist the beautiful blonde he has never been able to forget they set off on an
adventure that will take them into the past unravel a decade of secrets and lead them into the heart
of a lightning storm that will change the way they look at their families the world and each other
summer rain lightning strikes 3 danielle monroe is determined to use her new job in dc as a stepping
stone to a high powered political career but the secrets surrounding her father s death continue to
overshadow her goals her family thinks she holds the final piece of the puzzle but she doesn t even
know what the puzzle is until an attractive and possibly dangerous stranger shows up in her life
patrick kane is searching for answers about his own dark tragedy not realizing that the beautiful
danielle may not just hold the key to his mystery but also his heart they have to stay alive long
enough to find out what readers are saying i loved the twists and turns that really kept me on the
edge to the romance it was a story i could not put down i am so looking forward to the rest of the
series cynthia goodreads on beautiful storm this book has suspense betrayal mystery adventure and
love to name a few becky goodreads on lightning lingers i loved summer rain strong characters and a
gritty story line that kept me interested right to the end anne goodreads on summer rain in summer
rain barbara freethy has weaved a story of intrigue mystery family and love 5 stars geri goodreads all
emotions from happy to what is going on to amazement thanks again barbara for another fantastic
read one that did not disappoint dianna goodreads on summer rain a fabulous page turning
combination of romance and intrigue fans of nora roberts and elizabeth lowell will love this book nyt
bestselling author kristin hannah on golden lies freethy has a gift for creating complex characters
library journal powerful and absorbing sheer hold your breath suspense nyt bestselling author karen
robards on don t say a word freethy skillfully keeps the reader on the hook and her tantalizing and
believable tale has it all romance adventure and mystery booklist on summer secrets

Lightning Strikes Trilogy Boxed Set (Books 1-3) 2019-04-11
one victorian city one magical uprising one boy caught in the middle of it all a dark victorian fantasy
adventure you won t be able to put down fate has never been kind to twelve year old toby not when
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he was abandoned on the steps of a workhouse as a baby nor when he escaped into the magical
underworld that hides in london s shadows but when the futures of thousands of lives come to rest in
his hands toby quickly realises that perhaps fate had a good reason perhaps it was preparing him as
the peacekeeper between both worlds human and magic can he find the inner strength to become a
hero or does fate have darker intentions this complete set contains all three books in the twisted
christmas trilogy about a young boy an old man and a spellbinding troupe of magical performers
written by bestselling author daniel parsons over 700 pages of magic mischief and cinematic
creatures now for a limited time save over 50 by grabbing the entire series in this special bundle deal
this boxed set includes book one the winter freak show book two face of a traitor book three the wrath
of oberon what readers are saying about the series a christmas tale with a dark but magical twist
which i thought was great a delightful combination of charles dickens the santa clause and the polar
express well paced with loads of twists and full of action the main character might be a boy but it is
definitely a book for readers young and old this is a really fresh nice interpretation of the st nicholas
legend i loved it i m 70 and enjoyed it as much as i would have at 10 i loved it with all its twists and
turns never quite knowing who s really real and who you can trust i wished i d read it slower to enjoy
it longer it really is that good the twisted christmas trilogy is a fast paced thrill ride loaded with heart
warming charm perfect for fans of percy jackson skulduggery pleasant and a series of unfortunate
events pick up the twisted christmas trilogy to discover this white knuckle adventure today

The Twisted Christmas Trilogy Boxed Set (Complete Series:
Books 1-3) 2020-11-10
first there was his return then came his trial and finally his triumph experience the saga of the last
wizard king of tralodren and a ragtag group of mercenaries hired to retrieve some forgotten
knowledge long hidden away in a jungle strangled ruin get in get out get paid at least that was what
they thought instead all find their fates intertwining through a series of hidden agendas warring gods
ancient schemes and cosmic adventure centuries in the making collecting the entire wizard king
trilogy return of the wizard king trial of the wizard king and triumph of the wizard king this boxed set
includes an exclusive double sided poster featuring a full color map of tralodren the perfect gift for
fans of epic fantasy here be roaring monsters to be fought characters who come vividly to life and fell
magic a wild ride highly recommended ed greenwood new york times bestselling author and creator
of the forgotten realms this saga of faith triumphant belongs in larger fantasy collections library
journal spellbinding publishers weekly

The Wizard King Trilogy Boxed Set 2022-10-04
this specially priced boxed set contains the entire japanese trilogy from the unputdownable lust
money murder series by mike wells included are 3 full length novels lust money murder books 13 14
15 note this trilogy can be read as a standalone if you have already purchased lust money murder
books 13 14 15 separately you should not buy this boxed set the japanese trilogy book 1 lust money
murder 13 criminal mastermind giorgio cattoretti is back and in rare form the cat has developed a
brilliant new plan to make himself millions but to pull it off he needs to track down a key man who is
hiding out from the yakuza in one of the most isolated areas of japan the lust money murder japanese
trilogy features the usual cast of captivating characters elaine brogan luna faye nick lagrange dmitry
tony and of course the notorious cattoretti the japanese trilogy book 2 the invisible manhunt lust
money murder series book 14 when giorgio cattoretti enlists the help of elaine brogan to track down
the international serial killer he unknowingly let loose on the world elaine reluctantly agrees she
believes that the deranged murderer knows the location of the factory the illegal passport production
facility that she s been after for months when elaine and luna faye ask to be put in charge of the case
they re forced to cooperate with a team of competing foreign crime specialists who above all else
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must not learn the killer s true identity elaine s relentless pursuit takes her from lyon france to kiev
ukraine to budapest hungary to dubai uae and finally to barcelona spain the japanese trilogy book 3
lust money murder 15 thanks to elaine brogan giorgio cattoretti finally finds himself behind bars in
one of the worst maximum security penitentiaries in europe he s desperate to find a way out
meanwhile elaine and luna faye continue their effort to track down the factory even though their boss
has ordered them to drop the case a rapidly unfolding series of events leads elaine to japan where
she is pitted not only against cattoretti and the yakuza criminals but to her astonishment even her
own husband the last book of the japanese trilogy reaches an explosive climax that will have you
turning the pages faster and faster until you reach the very end

Robots Trilogy-3 Vols. (Boxed) 1986-11-01
つぎつぎと迫りくる危難を逃れ 各地を追われるマシューとダイアナだったが ようやく写本の手がかりが見つかった ふたりは一路 皇帝ルドルフ2世の待つ神聖ローマ帝国の都プラハへ旅立
つ しかし ついに謎が解かれると思った矢先 予想だにしない事態が生じ ロンドンの街で思わぬ人物と再会することに はたして彼らを待ち受ける宿命 そして幻の写本に隠された恐るべき秘
密とは エリザベス1世 女王の寵臣ウォルター ローリー 劇作家クリストファー マーロウ 若きシェイクスピア 16世紀を彩る様々な人物が物語に命を吹き込む 絶賛ファンタジー オール
ソウルズ トリロジー 第2弾

The Japanese Trilogy Boxed Set (Lust, Money & Murder #13,
14 & 15) 2021-10-24
from 1 new york times bestselling author v e schwab soar through the phenomenal shades of magic
universe in this stunning trade paperback boxed set collecting all three volumes kell is one of the last
antari magicians with a rare coveted ability to travel between parallel londons red grey white and
once black unofficially kell is a smuggler servicing people willing to pay for even the smallest glimpses
of a world they ll never see it s a defiant hobby with dangerous consequences a darker shade of
magic kell serves the maresh empire red london as he calls it as an official ambassador traveling
between the frequent bloody regime changes in white london and the court of george iii in the dullest
of londons after one such visit goes awry kell escapes his home for grey london and runs into delilah
bard a cut purse with lofty aspirations now perilous magic is afoot and treachery lurks at every turn to
save all of the worlds they ll first need to stay alive a gathering of shadows while red london is caught
up in the pageantry and thrills of the element games another london is coming back to life and those
who were thought to be forever gone have returned a conjuring of light as darkness sweeps the
maresh empire the once precarious balance of power among the four londons has reached its
breaking point other books by v e schwab the invisible life of addie larue villains duology vicious
vengeful

The Shadow and Bone Trilogy Boxed Set 2017-11-14
all three bestselling danaan stories in one convenient boxed set allison o malley s plan is to go to grad
school so she can get a good job and take care of her schizophrenic mother she has carefully closed
herself off from everything else including a relationship with ethan who she s been in love with for as
long as she can remember what is definitely not part of the plan is the return of her long lost father
who claims he can bring allison s mother back from the dark place her mind has gone allison doesn t
trust her father so why would she believe his fairy tale about a long forgotten irish people the tuatha
de danaan but truths have a way of revealing themselves secrets will eventually surface and allison
must learn to set aside her plan and work with her father if there is even a small chance it could
restore her mother s sanity journey along and discover the power of family love and duty as allison
faces the most difficult trial of her life includes the forgotten ones book one usa today bestseller stone
of destiny book two a place beyond book three
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魔女の契り 2013-03-19
this specially priced boxed set contains the entire african trilogy from the unputdownable lust money
murder series by mike wells included are 3 full length novels lust money murder books 7 8 9 plus a
bonus from the next trilogy in the series note this trilogy can be read as a standalone if you have
already purchased lust money murder books 7 8 and 9 separately you should not buy this boxed set
the african trilogy book 1 lust money murder 7 when u s secret service agent elaine brogan and her
husband are called to the american embassy in paris they believe they re about to receive an award
instead they re separated and thrown into a treacherous adventure that neither of them could have
ever imagined from a black site at some unknown location to morocco to chad and finally to the war
torn region of darfur elaine fights to free herself and arrest the man responsible in addition to elaine
and nick the the african trilogy features the usual cast of lust money murder characters luna faye
dmitry tony and the notorious giorgio cattoretti the african trilogy book 2 lust money murder 8 in an
extraordinary twist of fate elaine brogan and luna faye end up joining forces with giorgio cattoretti to
try to take down raj malik at the end of book 1 elaine learned that raj was smuggling diamonds out of
a secret mine in central africa her mission is to go to chad and find the location of the mine at all
costs can she pull it off and can she really trust giorgio cattoretti the african trilogy book 3 lust money
murder 9 while in sudan elaine brogan receives new information about stanley ketchum and it s a
game changer she realizes that the plan that she and giorgio cattoretti agreed upon to have raj malik
arrested will no longer work without significant modification will the cat go along with it and can she
avoid the deadly janjaweed warriors and escape from sudan alive

Shades of Magic Trilogy Boxed Set 2023-09-12
首都キャピトルが12の地区を支配する国 パネム 毎年 12の地区からは少年少女が1人ずつ 贄 として選出され 最後の1人になるまで殺し合う ハンガー ゲーム が行われる 反乱を抑え
るための 見せしめ だ 16歳のカットニスは 不運にも選ばれてしまった最愛の妹のために 出場を志願する そして 命を賭けた究極のサバイバル ゲームが幕を開ける

The Danaan Trilogy 2015-01-24
adventure thriller a discovery of witches shadow of night and the book of life now available in a
beautiful boxed set with more than two million copies sold in the united states the novels of the
number one new york times bestselling all souls trilogy have landed on all the major bestseller lists
garnered rave reviews and spellbound legions of loyal fans now all three novels are available in an
elegantly designed boxed set that s perfect for fans and newcomers alike

The African Trilogy Boxed Set (Lust, Money & Murder #7, 8
& 9) 2021-09-08
the 1 new york times bestselling historical epic the century trilogy now in one deluxe boxed set ken
follett follows the fortunes of five international families american german russian english and welsh as
they make their way through the 20th century the boxed set includes all three volumes fall of giants
winter of the world and edge of eternity follett is a commanding storyteller who has taken on an
impossibly large task and accomplished it with passion intelligence and skill the washington post
follett is masterly in conveying so much drama and historical information so vividly grippingly told the
new york times book review look out for ken s newest book a column of fire available now

ハンガー・ゲーム(上) 2012-07-06
this specially priced boxed set contains the entire russian trilogy from the unputdownable lust money
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murder series by mike wells included are 3 full length novels lust money murder 4 5 6 plus a bonus
from the next trilogy in the series note this trilogy can be read as a standalone if you have already
purchased lust money murder books 4 5 6 separately you should not buy this boxed set synopses the
russian trilogy book 1 lust money murder 4 after being kicked over a cliff into the mediterranean sea
italian criminal mastermind giorgio cattoretti has lost everything including his left eye will the cat land
on his feet join cattoretti on his quest as he hides out on the island of cyprus avoids the russian mafia
and painstakingly plans and attempts the biggest art crime in history the russian trilogy book 2 lust
money murder 5 when criminal mastermind giorgio cattoretti successfully pulls off the largest art
heist in history the spectacular theft of 15 picasso paintings from the hermitage museum in st
petersburg russia u s secret service agent elaine brogan is sent there on a dangerous undercover
mission to capture cattoretti before the russians do the russian trilogy book 3 lust money murder 6
when secret service agent elaine brogan fails to capture giorgio cattoretti yet again the italian
criminal mastermind conceives a devious plan to capture her join elaine giorgio nick tony luna dmitry
and lexy on another unputdownable lust money murder adventure

The All Souls Trilogy Boxed Set 2015-05-26
how does an honorable man survive in a corrupt world jack rimes is a good person caught up in a
grim and dark future where galaxy spanning corporations exert terrible influence over governments
technology improves the lives of the elite but things have never been worse for the average person
the options are limited for those who still live on an earth devastated by economic industrial and
ecological calamity those desperate enough flee to the colony worlds anyone looking for a chance at
something more than abject poverty pursue a military career rimes is a commando a special forces
operator who does the dirty work to maintain a fragile global peace but the strain on his family is
devastating his rise through the ranks only exposes him to more of the dark secrets kept from the
general populace now collected into a boxed set the trilogy is an introduction into a gripping universe
buy the rimes trilogy now and step into this intriguing universe

The Century Trilogy Trade Paperback Boxed Set: Fall of
Giants; Winter of the World; Edge of Eternity 2015-11-03
from usa today bestselling author three complete novels of love loss and triumph borrowed dreams
driven to undo the evil wrought by her dead husband millicent wentworth must find a way to save her
estate and free the innocent people her husband enslaved her only hope is a marriage of convenience
with the notorious widower lyon pennington fourth earl of aytoun who just may be the most
handsome and caring man she s ever encountered captured dreams portia edwards will go to any
length to find the family she s never known and when she meets merchant pierce pennington a
staunch but secretive son of liberty portia has the perfect chance to ask for his help but her stubborn
pride keeps her silent that is until she recognizes her strong attraction to the brave man who by night
is known as the infamous captain macheath smuggling arms by sea under the pall of darkness all in
the name of liberty dreams of destiny wounded by scandal and the unsolved murder of his sister in
law david pennington is outwardly insolent and arrogant but nothing will stop him from escorting his
childhood friend gwyneth douglas to scotland and saving the scottish heiress from fortune hunters but
with their arrival in scotland comes terrible danger now if they ever hope to satisfy their desire they
will need to thwart the evil that threatens to destroy both their lives if you enjoyed belle bridgerton or
the patriot you ll want to try this exciting georgian regency romance series great for fans of grace
burrowes julia quinn julie garwood mary balogh christi caldwell julie johnstone scarlett scott amalie
howard sarah maclean lisa kleypas sabrina jeffries eloisa james sophie jordan grace callaway tessa
dare erica ridley mary jo putney kelly bowen glynnis campbell amanda scott lynsay sands elisa
braden tanya anne crosby kerrigan byrne maeve greyson tessa candle chloe flowers lucy langton
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alexa aston suzanne enoch susan king claire delacroix amy jarecki maddison michaels vanessa kelly
darcy burke jess michaels madeline hunter philippa gregory or kate bateman keywords scottish
english alpha male hero romance pennington family penningtons historical fiction past action
adventure action adventure mystery wounded hero series female protagonist secret love child
protector novel secrets suspense strong heroine no cliffhangers british isles boston newport gaspee
revolutionary war sons of liberty clans nobility romance mystery danger murder sibling rivalry
survivor hea family saga family saga scotland scottish dream trilogy trilogy happily ever after
romantic novels romantic books borders

The Russian Trilogy Boxed Set (Lust, Money & Murder #4, 5
& 6) 2021-09-13
get all 3 books in c j archer s the emily chambers spirit medium trilogy in a single volume for one low
price each book in this boxed set is available for purchase separately but by buying them in this
bundle you re getting a better deal praise for the books in the emily chambers spirit medium trilogy
thank you c j archer please keep writing amazon reviewer senior citizen 8 in a review of the medium c
j has done it again amazon reviewer richard bird in a review of possession i have to admire cj archer s
creative mind to have produced such an enjoyable series amazon reviewer outspoken1 in a review of
evermore description seventeen year old spirit medium emily chambers has a problem actually she
has several as if seeing dead people isn t a big enough social disadvantage she also has to contend
with an escaped demon and a handsome ghost with a secret past and then there s the question of her
parentage being born an entire year after her father s death yes a year and without the pale skin of
other respectable english ladies emily is as much a mystery as the dead boy assigned to her jacob
beaufort s spirit has been unable to crossover since his death several months ago it might have
something to do with the fact he was murdered or it might not all he knows is he has been assigned
by the otherworld s administrators to a girl named emily a girl who can see and touch him a girl who
released a shape shifting demon into the mortal realm together they must send the demon back
before it wreaks havoc on london it should be a simple assignment but they soon learn there s
nothing simple when a live girl and a dead boy fall in love keywords historical fantasy gothic historical
romance historical paranormal romance alternate history gothic romance ghosts ghost story clean
paranormal clean romance young adult book teen book book appropriate for teens bestselling series
slow burn romance box set bargain

The Rimes Trilogy Boxed Set 2016-11-15
this specially priced boxed set contains the entire greek trilogy from the unputdownable lust money
murder series by mike wells included are 3 full length novels lust money murder books 10 11 12 plus
a bonus from the next trilogy in the series note this trilogy can be read as a standalone if you have
already purchased lust money murder books 10 11 and 12 separately you should not buy this boxed
set the greek trilogy book 1 lust money murder 10 when an estranged relative shows up at u s secret
service agent elaine brogan s house with shocking new information concerning her father s death
elaine and luna faye join forces to bring a dangerous and elusive greek criminal to justice the greek
trilogy book 2 lust money murder 11 after winning spyro leandrou s trust elaine is sent on a
dangerous assignment to a war torn region of eastern ukraine to smuggle out illegal materials needed
for the panacea clinic this story features elaine brogan luna faye nick lagrange dmitry and tony as
well as kathy brogan and the notorious giorgio cattoretti the greek trilogy book 3 lust money murder
12 elaine brogan s undercover operation to arrest spyro leandrou goes from bad to worse nick s
attempt to extract dmitry from the santorini island jail has not gone as planned and the two end up
stranded on a small boat in the aegean sea along with costa spyro s right hand man back on santorini
kathy brogan finds herself in serious trouble with her husband who is becoming suspicious about his
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string of bad luck meanwhile luna is chasing down the elusive lonnie hendrix the only person left on
earth who can testify that spyro killed elaine s father can elaine pull it all together before spyro
figures out who she really is

Scottish Dream Trilogy: 3 Volume Boxed Set 2018-09-10
from usa today bestselling author may mcgoldrick three novels of passion betrayal and stolen love
from the wild shores of the scotland s western isles to the bloody fields of france to the glittering
courts of europe the macpherson trilogy follows a family s fight for scottish independence against the
tudor king henry viii angel of skye nothing could hide her passion fiona does not remember the years
before she came to the priory on the isle of skye only the gentle prioress knows the truth about the
spirited red haired lass s true birth so it is in a simple cowl and peasant s dress that she emerges from
the island s mists and faces the famed warrior chief of the highlands alec macpherson or stop his love
alec has served king james with his sword now he would give his very soul to protect this beautiful girl
from the intrigue that swirls around her but fiona wants his heart as well and willingly he gives it even
as the king s opponents are pushing her toward a deadly trap for hidden in fiona s memory is the face
of her mother s killer and a secret that could topple the throne and it will take alec s highland
strengths pitted against a foe s cruel ambitions to prove through blood and battle which will reign an
army s might or the powerful passions of two lovers heart of gold rite of passion elizabeth boleyn has
been ordered to yield to a lecherous king what she most prizes her innocence now at the tournament
of two kings her beauty has attracted not only the eyes of henry tudor but those of the handsome
scottish warrior ambrose macpherson whose bold offer to bed her might be her only salvation quest
of love ambrose macpherson feels desire for the exquisite daughter of the english diplomat that the
hated english king is pursuing her makes elizabeth an even greater prize engulfing ambrose s very
soul with fire and fury but suddenly after witnessing an act of treachery that could topple the crown
elizabeth has vanished ambrose knows that fate will allow him no rest until he finds the only woman
he has ever loved the beauty of the mist cruel betrothal maria had been forced to marry at seventeen
then was left widowed shortly thereafter now five years later her brother had chosen another husband
for her sight unseen the boy king of scotland maria who had never known passion or love refused to
submit vowing to flee to freedom but the ship she chose went down in the gathering fog leaving the
dark haired beauty at the mercy of wind and tide and headed for a shattering destiny stolen love for it
was none other than highland clan chief john macpherson journeying to bring home his young king s
intended bride who rescued the beautiful maria adrift at sea almost from the moment they met an
attraction ignited between them a spark that grew to flaming desire and then to all consuming yet
forbidden passion maria savored these few stolen days aware their love could never last once her
proud highlander discovered her true identity maria knew that while following her heart might free
her it would take her beloved s life if you enjoyed philippa gregory s the white queen you ll want to try
this series starting medieval highlander novel great for fans of julie garwood glynnis campbell heather
mccollum amanda scott eliza knight lynsay sands hildie mcqueen suzan tisdale tanya anne crosby
kerrigan byrne suzanne enoch tessa dare keira montclair julie johnstone jayne castel alisa adams
kathryn le veque maeve greyson rebecca ruger emma prince caroline lee margaret mallory lily
blackwood elina emerald allison b hanson susan king mary wine angie morgan hannah howell claire
delacroix cecelia mecca amy jarecki vanessa kelly janna macgregor philippa gregory or alyson
mclayne keywords scottish alpha male hero romance historical past military action adventure action
adventure comedy humor series funny female protagonist novel secrets suspense strong heroine
scotland royalty no cliffhangers british isles clans macpherson western isles isle of skye stewarts
hebrides fairies mystery supernatural fantasy folklore folktale folk tale legend legends myth myths
highlands secret identity hea happily ever after romantic novels romantic books family saga enemies
to lovers well written novel with a touch of paranormal laird and princess mistaken identity brothers
trilogy long series
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The Stefan Mendoza Trilogy Boxed Set 2018-07-28
collects all three adventures of katniss and the district 12 team as they compete in the annual
televised survival competition pitting young people from each of the twelve districts of panem against
one another

The Emily Chambers Spirit Medium Trilogy Boxed Set
2016-06-08
おぞましい事件の裏に かつて葬ったはずの自らの息子がいると知ったマシューは 過去を清算するため ある決断を下そうとしていた 一方 アシュモール782 の失われた最後のページを求
め英国へ飛んだダイアナは すべてが始まったオックスフォードのボドリアン図書館へ向かうが 遂に明かされる写本の真実と 禁断の愛の運命は 魔法と科学が織りなすファンタジー巨編 ここ
に完結

The Greek Trilogy Boxed Set (Lust, Money & Murder #10, 11
& 12) 2021-09-30
this discounted ebundle includes mistborn the final empire the well of ascension the hero of ages
from 1 new york times bestselling author brandon sanderson the mistborn trilogy is a heist story of
political intrigue and magical martial arts action for a thousand years the ash fell and no flowers
bloomed for a thousand years the skaa slaved in misery and lived in fear for a thousand years the lord
ruler the sliver of infinity reigned with absolute power and ultimate terror divinely invincible this saga
dares to ask a simple question what if the hero of prophecy fails mistborn the final empire kelsier a
brilliant thief has turned his talents to the ultimate caper with the lord ruler as the mark kel s plan is
the ultimate long shot until luck brings a ragged girl named vin into the fold but she will have to learn
to trust if she is to master powers of which she never dreamed the well of ascension evil has been
defeated the war has just begun vin the street urchin who has become the most powerful mistborn in
the land and elend venture the idealistic young nobleman who loves her must build a healthy new
society in the ashes of an empire the hero of ages the deepness has returned along with unusually
heavy ashfalls and powerful earthquakes humanity appears to be doomed vin and eland investigate
the past to save the future and in the end sacrifices must be made other tor books by brandon
sanderson the cosmere the stormlight archive the way of kings words of radiance edgedancer novella
oathbringer the mistborn trilogy mistborn the final empire the well of ascension the hero of ages
mistborn the wax and wayne series alloy of law shadows of self bands of mourning collection arcanum
unbounded other cosmere novels elantris warbreaker the alcatraz vs the evil librarians series alcatraz
vs the evil librarians the scrivener s bones the knights of crystallia the shattered lens the dark talent
the rithmatist series the rithmatist other books by brandon sanderson the reckoners steelheart
firefight calamity at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied

Macpherson Brothers Trilogy: 3 Volume Boxed Set
2018-09-10
she was raised to fear them but now she s become her own worst enemy save 40 off individual book
prices america 2055 cass is equal parts excited and nervous to leave her hometown stepping away
from her technologically conservative family for the first time she sets off for college with dreams of
saving humanity but as the sapien falls for her cybernetically enhanced roommate her deeply
programmed beliefs begin to glitch confused in a world that no longer makes sense cass barely
registers the horrific accident that leaves her near death when she wakes up she discovers the same
technology she s always hated is the only thing keeping her alive no longer purely human cass
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questions everything she thought she knew about good and evil as tensions between man and
machine head for a meltdown cass must choose a side before the conflict turns deadly this sapiens
run trilogy boxed set is the cyberpunk dystopian thriller trilogy you ve been waiting for if you like
strong female characters dystopian futures and exploring what it means to be human then you ll love
jamie davis s thought provoking series buy sapiens run trilogy boxed set to reboot prejudice today

Greek Trilogy Boxed Set (Lust, Money Murder #10, 11 12)
1901
from the new york times bestselling and award winning author of the arc of a scythe trilogy and
challenger deep the compulsively readable skinjacker trilogy is now available in a collectible boxed
set not every child who dies goes on to the afterlife some are caught halfway between life and death
in a sort of limbo known as everlost a shadow of the living world filled with all the things and places
that no longer exist it s a magical yet dangerous place where bands of lost kids run wild and anyone
who stands in the same place too long sinks to the center of the earth allie and nick don t survive the
car crash and end up in everlost where coins are more valuable than anyone knows fortune cookies
tell the truth monsters are real and the queen of lost souls lives in a once beloved tower nick and allie
have to learn to survive in a world with different rules and figure out who they can trust and who they
must oppose at all costs at stake is nothing less than the fate of everlost and the living world they
have left behind in this gripping trilogy neal shusterman explores questions of life death and what just
might lie in between this boxed set includes everwild everfound everlost

Hunger Games Trilogy Boxed Set: Paperback Classic
Collection 2014-06-24
dive in and enjoy the droidmesh trilogy boxed set book 1 all work and no play makes an android a dull
toy the remnants of human civilization create their own utopia on an alien planet a brilliant robotic
scientist breaks the rules in an attempt to make his impaired son whole meshing android and human
minds is considered impossible a societal taboo and illegal can the sorrow of a father the challenge of
a feat never accomplished and the promise of normalcy for a son who has never known it motivate a
man beyond his ethical boundaries what happens when it all goes wrong book 2 the essence of a
robotic scientist s late wife now exists in one of his sentient creations a firmware flaw has surfaced in
an overly ambitious project to mesh android and human brains the android population on novae
terrae now have human emotions and human flaws robotics scientist harley harris wants a peaceful
coexistence between both groups who share a planet that humans have escaped to during the
apocalypse on earth the androids led by a gynoid who schemes for harley s heart have their own
plans will harley harris choose the android over his human love interest is it really love that she s after
book 3 hell hath no fury as an android spurned the remnants of humanity and newly awakened
sentient androids of novae terrae have come to an uneasy truce robotics scientist harley harris has
sorted out his relationship issues leaving behind an angry former partner will the peace hold after the
androids come to the artificial intelligence driven conclusion that humans are inferior and
unnecessary will humanity survive

魔女の血族 2015-04-30
discovering that she carries a time traveling gene gwen learns that she is a part of a society called
the circle of twelve causing her to jump around historical london in order to uncover other time
travelers and their secrets
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Mistborn Trilogy 2011-02-01
penny dreadful meets the gilded wolves in this captivating young adult fantasy trilogy set in alternate
1880s london following an immortal african tightrope walker with a destructive destiny all three books
now together in a collectible hardcover boxed set as an african tightrope dancer in victorian london
iris is used to being strange she is certainly an unusual sight for leering british audiences always
eager for the spectacle of colonial curiosity but iris also has a secret that even strange doesn t
capture she cannot die haunted by her unnatural power and with no memories of her past iris is
obsessed with discovering who she is but that mission gets more complicated when she meets the
dark and alluring adam temple a member of a mysterious order called the enlightenment committee
adam seems to know much more about her than he lets on and he shares with her a terrifying
revelation the world is ending and the committee will decide who lives and who doesn t to help them
choose a leader for the upcoming apocalypse the committee is holding the tournament of freaks a
macabre competition made up of vicious fighters with fantastical abilities adam wants iris to be his
champion and in return he promises her the one thing she wants most the truth about who she really
is if iris wants to learn about her shadowy past she has no choice but to fight but the further she gets
in the grisly tournament the more she begins to remember and the more she wonders if the truth was
better left buried this breathtaking hardcover boxed set includes the bones of ruin the song of wrath
the lady of rapture

Sapiens Run Trilogy Boxed Set 2019-12-25

Loving the Hong Kong Billionaire Trilogy Boxed Set
2016-12-11

FIRST LAW TRILOGY BOXED SET 2015

The Skinjacker Trilogy 2020-09-15

DroidMesh Trilogy: Complete Boxed Set 2016-12-16

The Billionaire's True Love Trilogy Boxed Set (BWWM
Interracial Romance) 2014-10-07

The Ruby Red Trilogy Boxed Set 2024-04-16

The Bones of Ruin Trilogy (Boxed Set)
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